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The tension between British and Australian publishers has long been a central thesis of antipodean print culture histories about the early twentieth century, particularly in relation to Angus and Robertson, whom British publishers looked upon with some unease. However, John Barnes in arguing that the “model of Australian creativity and originality unappreciated and resisted by London publishers has been generally accepted,” demonstrates the utility of questioning this history by revealing the readiness of some British publishers (like Blackwood, Duckworth and Jonathan Cape) to contribute “significantly towards the beginnings of an [Australian] national literature.”

Similarly, though the archival record chronicles a certain amount of antagonism towards Angus and Robertson and shows that British publishers as a collective actively made the path of an Australian publisher more difficult through confirming agreements that froze out opposition, pre-Second World War documents also reveal an attempt to create a co-operative “axis” between Angus and Robertson in Sydney and George G. Harrap and Co. in London, with the Australasian Publishing Co. (who was considered “a part of the Harrap organisation”) as sales representative to both. Their collective aim, to quote Walter Harrap, was to “work
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closely in harmony but yet as distinct entities.” The Australian market might have been perceived to be the “special preserve” of some British publishers but in the late 1930s Harrap took a broader view that Angus and Robertson could be “used in an intelligent way as part of one huge machine whose object it is to increase the sale of books in the English language.”

Conscious of how the Australian and British book trade might react, Walter Harrap, in writing to Stanley Bartlett of the Australasian Publishing Co. about his London-based discussions with Angus and Robertson publisher George Ferguson, remarked that “a copy of this letter will be given to Mr Ferguson but it will not be seen by anyone and will be destroyed when he has read it.” Fortunately, copies of these personal discussions survive in the Mitchell Library and thus this paper will briefly trace Angus and Robertson’s negotiations within the “axis” and the broader issues confronting an Australian company which sought to become a publisher of consequence within early twentieth-century English-speaking markets. Because the production and selling of the written word “transgresses the boundary between the incommensurable sacred and the marketable profane”—with books often the centrepiece for arguments about literary merit, national representation and commercialism—publishing company histories can provide useful case studies that join together economic, social, cultural, political and legal or copyright tensions. My intention therefore is not to contradict the established history of Australian publishers struggling to develop during the early twentieth century within “the framework of old imperial connections” nor is it to recuperate the reputation of British publishers in Australian print cultures studies. Rather my aim is to complicate that history through exploring the ways in which some Australian companies actively sought out “new imperial connections” during the pre-Second World War period. On the one hand, the local industry is indeed characterised by a sense of exasperation at Australia continuing after Federation to be regarded as “an appendage of Great Britain” and, according to Martyn Lyons, “as a huge continental extension of a
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typical British circulating library.” Yet on the other hand, in some quarters the industry is energised by the potential opportunities afforded through negotiating with London publishers in placing Australian books “behind the lines” and the possibilities of establishing an Australian export market, what Richard Nile and David Walker refer to as “the complex art of owning and disowning London, of courting its influence and resenting its power.”

Like many complicated relationships of love and hate, this particular tale of two major publishers begins with a gift and some cordial pats on the back, in this case the “most acceptable gift” of an Australian-made book sent in 1938 from George Ferguson to Walter Harrap, who replied with the considered praise that: “many a book on this side is published that is not half so well produced.” Sending books as gifts was an integral part of Angus and Robertson’s promotional strategy that also included delivering food parcels to British publishers, printers and binders regularly welcoming Australian delicacies as a “relief from the monotony of the average [English] everyday diet.” Equally appreciative, Walter Harrap wanted to build on a two-hour talk he had had with Ferguson at a London luncheon and included with his thanks a copy of a highly-confidential letter sent to Stanley
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Bartlett expounding all details of Harrap’s “triangular proposal.”\footnote{16} Doubling as an Australian representative for Harrap, Bartlett was not new to the controversy regarding the relative dangers or advantages of Australian companies publishing in their own territory and he was in favour of a co-operative move for three reasons: it closely resembled a similar proposition Bartlett had tabled two years earlier; he was anxious other publishing houses might seize this opportunity before their plan was in place; and, in his view of Angus and Robertson’s “progressive policy” and highly successful (though universally despised) mail order business, Bartlett conceded there was “no better organisation in Australia with whom … [they] could co-operate with than A & R [Angus and Robertson].”\footnote{17}

Thus, perhaps motivated by a desire to contain the competition posed by an Australian branch of this “premier book-selling organisation”\footnote{18} (as they considered them) being established next to the British Library, Harrap’s wanted to reverse the steady decline of their own business with Angus and Robertson in view of the company’s newly increased London buying. (Walter Harrap would reveal the following year that he was simply mildly irked that “the best bookselling concern in the world”—that is, it would seem in this instance, Angus and Robertson—was “not putting every ha’porth of its energy into the selling of Harrap books.”)\footnote{19} In essence, Harrap’s proposition would invite Angus and Robertson to publish under a joint imprint any of Harrap’s general books that they were inclined to produce in Australia on royalty terms that would both satisfy the author and provide Harrap’s some profit on their property. In return, Angus and Robertson would undertake not to purchase direct from the copyright owners any books that Harrap sought to publish in England. The Australasian Publishing Co., to be appointed as independent selling agents, would receive a commission on all sales in the Australian territory beyond Angus and Robertson’s shops.\footnote{20} Additionally, Harrap’s would obtain the right to produce from Angus and Robertson’s catalogue any titles that were not published outside Australia, provided Angus and Robertson clearly showed to Harrap’s each book’s legitimate overheads and profit.

As an example of what we might today call a business-to-business stratagem, on appearances it seemed to balance the advantages to each side fairly evenly and was generally perceived by all parties as a major step to improve relations between bookselling and publishing establishments.\footnote{21} Ferguson considered Harrap to
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be “in the front rank of British publishers” who had “a strong list of fiction and general literature” and whose position as a competitor for “new literary stars” could conceivably be reinforced if future Harrap titles were “exploited and promoted throughout Australasia to a greater extent than those of other English publishers.”

Similarly, Harrap reasoned that Angus and Robertson “could very much widen the market for their [own] books, because, while so many of them … [were] not of sufficient consequence outside Australia to warrant their publication” on a large-scale basis, “it would be possible to sell quantities ranging from 250 to a thousand if sheets could be obtained at an economical figure;” in other words, the possibilities of an export market through trading copyrights. And the Australasian Publishing Co. were well known and “respected by Australian booksellers” whose knowledge and experience of the book trade would “be of great value.” Suffice to say, Angus and Robertson did not foresee any difficulty with the scheme.

But this plan was not without some early points of contention raised by the Australasian Publishing Co. Stanley Bartlett, though clearly supportive of the proposal, advised Walter Harrap of the “pitfalls” and “very grave dangers” if such an “axis” came into operation. “I think,” Bartlett claimed, “without the shadow of a doubt we [meaning Harrap and the Australasian Publishing Co.] would be at once ostracized by most of the other booksellers” in Australia and that “the success of the books placed in the hands of A & R” would be “at the expense of the rest of your catalogue.” Bartlett explained in quite frank terms that as publisher-booksellers, Angus and Robertson were “very unpopular” in the Australian book trade due to the “extraordinary mail order list” they possessed and their efforts to “gather in business” from around the whole of Australia. Bartlett related a case of booksellers in Queensland whose circumstances forced them to either sell Angus and Robertson’s products in order to address the demand for a competitor’s catalogue or to stand by and watch the company “encroach still further on the Brisbane market.”

Admittedly, disputes between Australian booksellers and Angus and Robertson over the infringement of another’s sales territory had a deep history and Bartlett’s concern was not without merit. Because Angus and Robertson doubled as publishers and booksellers, linking literary and cultural considerations with the economies of storing, selling and posting heavy objects, Perth-based Alberts Bookshop in the 1920s were among the first to register some clear disfavour towards the company’s self-described continental thinking. Like many booksellers after them, Alberts
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petitioned Angus and Robertson to “confine … [their] retail activities to NSW” and though Perth, being “almost as far from Sydney as Moscow is from London,” would eventually become a distribution “headache” in the 1950s, Angus and Robertson “did not expect to escape censure” and continued wholesaling market books throughout the country. Bartlett disclosed that he personally had “fought for some move that would cut across this increasing menace” from Angus and Robertson and that there seemed little in the scheme for Harrap’s other than “resentment” and “opposition” from Australian booksellers. But, in the end, he acknowledged that the Australasian Publishing Co. “should recognise A & R as neighbours, rather than the opposition” and that he would support Harrap’s role. Bartlett was, however, ambivalent about pushing the proposal forward, arguing that “a good deal of water must pass under the bridge before anything … can be evolved.”

With fifty years of adventure in the Australian book trade successfully behind them, Angus and Robertson responded rather self-assuredly with the view that the proposal seemed highly “workable and profitable” and that the three organisations “ought to be able to co-operate to their mutual benefit,” judging the scheme to be more than just an “interesting mental exercise.” George Ferguson acknowledged that Bartlett would perhaps “hear more candid expressions” of the book trade’s feeling towards Angus and Robertson but, not surprisingly, he disputed the suggestion that Australian booksellers stocked his company’s books “against their will.” Furthermore, he denied the existence of any unpopularity on the grounds that Angus and Robertson created the market for each book at their own expense and gave booksellers at least a thirty-three percent discount, which was in addition to paying “half the cost of freight in Australia and the total cost in New Zealand.” Ferguson surmised that “a lot of English publishers would be very happy if they could so arrange things that booksellers had to give special prominence to their books.” Angus and Robertson, he argued, were able in fact “to create a market, within limits, for almost any book” and should this “alleged unpopularity” even exist, it could be reasonably discharged by having booksellers purchase direct through the Australasian Publishing Co., as per one of the proposal’s recommendations.
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Certainly, Walter Harrap believed publishing was “no playground for fools, nor for ideologies based on wishful thinking,” and, in seeing this openly expressed “enthusiasm” by Angus and Robertson after hearing Bartlett’s reservations, Harrap’s remained keen to “work up a close companionship” with the Australian company. All three firms thus emphasised the necessity of continuing the next stage of discussion in person, though another ten months would pass before any further progress could be tabled. By then, in mid-1939, Angus and Robertson director Walter Cousins was “heartily in favour of some form of co-operation” and even Bartlett had put aside his early hesitations, looking upon the “axis” proposal as something “well worth discussing.” Unfortunately, however, a European war was now on the horizon which would have long-term effects on the Australian and British book trade. These would range from the difficulties of paper shortages and quotas to the “wretched business of restricting the importation of Australian books” into the United Kingdom. The war would change publishing practices in both countries and the term “axis”, first employed by Walter Harrap to describe the proposal, would take on an unsavoury association and drop out of use.

Because the Second World War contributed also to significant gaps in the Australian archival record, gaps which in some documentary holdings run from June 1939 to as late as October 1946, it is difficult to calculate conclusively whether optimism over the “axis” scheme would have ever translated into something substantial and beneficial to all parties or whether it would remain forever stalled at negotiations. But there is, it seems to me, a clue that indicates the opportunities which the war suddenly made impossible to realise. Where the documentary gap finishes, correspondence continues seemingly uninterrupted between Ferguson, Harrap and Bartlett for another two decades and friendships deepen, especially in their mutual regard for the subject of cricket. Of particular significance, therefore, is the record of collaboration that emerges from 1948 onwards over a series of books about cricket by one Alban George (or “Johnnie”) Moyes whose publication and
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distribution between all three firms reflected the ideas of the original “axis” proposal. Indeed, Ferguson would remark to Walter Harrap that “if it were not for the fact that you and we are cooperating there would be no book at all.”47 Without question, Ferguson considered Moyes to be that rare breed of writer, a “joint author”, 48 and the publication record of books by Johnnie Moyes which bear the imprint “Angus and Robertson in association with Harrap,” alongside publications divided between the companies, supports Ferguson’s claim.

In matching the post-war exchange of letters with the 1930s, what conclusions might be tentatively drawn? Stanley Unwin noted during his introduction to a report by the British Book Trade Organisation in 1939 that “it is so much easier to try to grab someone else’s business than to create a new connection; to lure away another’s author rather than to develop a new idea.”49 With Unwin’s London house listed in the second volume of A History of the Book in Australia as co-founders of a cartel “designed to establish [British] publishers as the major power behind the fiction industry,”50 it might be reasonable to conclude that Stanley Unwin had some awareness of this practice. However, the history of correspondence between George Ferguson and Walter Harrap briskly indicated here suggests that alternative forms of engagement between British and Australian publishers could occur, that alternative paths to establishing an Australian export market were negotiable, and that these need not necessarily be totally informed by the model of an aspiring colonial company appropriating the “cultural apparatus of the imperial power” (nor vice versa).51

Nearly fifteen years after Walter Harrap put the challenge to what he characterised as the “policy of splendid isolation”52 which conventionally existed between British and Australian publishers, Harrap welcomed George Ferguson in 1953 with “congratulations, brother” on the voting-in of Angus and Robertson as full members to the London-based Publishers Association, which was a significant imperial connection and, I suspect, a rare achievement for an Australian publisher.53 Harrap, perhaps reflecting on his company’s long association with Angus and Robertson,
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regarded friendship between British, Australian and even American publishers as being “worth its weight in gold when you run a business” and felt that Ferguson’s visits to London over the years had done “nothing but good.” Harrap confided to Ferguson that “perhaps it might be a good scheme if a number of other Australian leaders … took a leaf out of your book and came over here if only to see what sort of villains we really are.”

Just seven years earlier, Harrap had discussed the Australian situation with the Council of the Publishers Association, urging that “nothing will be gained if we sling brickbats at each other. At our end, all that we really have to gain is the continued friendship of the Australian book trade. If, therefore we show a willingness to cooperate, then I hope no-one in Australia will be looking round the corner for some ulterior motive.” Though such a statement is easily open to a modern cynical interpretation and indeed contrasts starkly with some of the recorded activities of the Publishers Association, it is nevertheless consistent with Harrap’s later views that, with Angus and Robertson’s admittance to the Publishers Association, London publishers “should know the country and the people” of Australia. Half the trouble Harrap could detect occurred “through people misunderstanding the folk they are dealing with.”

How then does this apparent civic-mindedness and refined sentiment between presumably rival publishers square with the broader history of an Australian industry dominated by large British corporations? Laura Miller defines the market as a thing “governed by the imperative that participants compete with one another for relative advantage.” On this view, certainly “London publishers and the importance of the Australian market to their profit margins remains central to any history of the development of an independent Australian book trade.” Yet, the three decades of friendly correspondence and negotiation between the firms of George G. Harrap and Angus and Robertson also offer the possibility of a parallel history which goes beyond the mere exchange or protection of copyrights for economic privileges, one in which not all British publishers “paid homage to the motive of achieving maximum material gain” at the expense of local Australian publishing and writing.
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